
FVDs are velocity-dependant devices. Whereas the 
behavior of standard structural braces is defined by axial 
deformations, the behavior of the damper is defined by the 
rate at which the axial deformation changes. The following 
equation shows this relationship:

The spatial distribution of FVDs in an upgrade design is a significant component of 
economical design. There are non-structural considerations (conflicts with egress paths, 
fire mains, etc.) and structural implications (bunched dampers concentrating diaphragm 
forces) with any upgrade design. An economical design is one that minimizes the 
amount of costly conflicting mitigation or localized structural enhancements needed to 
accommodate the upgrades while still providing the desired level of seismic performance. 
The following are some common considerations to take into account when determining 
that best locations for dampers:

By adjusting the properties of the FVDs, the designer is able 
to tune the properties of the dampers to reach the desired 
effect. As shown in these figures, the dampers can be tuned to 
provide a desired level of resistance at a particular velocity or 
displacement. One important consideration is the suitability of 
the dampers for multiple earthquake hazards. These properties 
must be selected with care, as a damper must be capable of 
providing the required resistance during small earthquakes 
while not resisting too heavily during a large earthquake.

Fluid Viscous Dampers (FVDs) are a viable seismic retrofit tool for buildings with flexible lateral force-resisting 
systems, such a steel moment frames. The classical approaches for upgrading steel moment frames (see below) are 
costly and extensive. Typically, they involve adding strength or stiffness to the structure. Since the dampers are 
velocity-dependant devices, they add virtually no stiffness to the building and work in concert with the existing 
framing members. The result is a comparatively economical solution.
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Naval Hospital Bremerton is a 49-
acre medical facility on the Kitsap 
Peninsula in Washington State.  
This critical facility is projected to 
serve over 250,000 people after a 
major earthquake.  The primary 
objective of this project was to 
improve the seismic performance 
of the 9-story Main Hospital 
Building, a 1970’s-era steel 
moment-frame structure with Pre-
Northridge Welded Steel Moment 
Frame connections.  Prior to the 
seismic upgrades, the building 
was susceptible to damage from 
excessive story drifts and brittle 
beam-column connections.

Seismic Upgrades were designed 
using 88, 200,000 –pound 
capacity fluid viscous dampers 
that dramatically increase the 
energy dissipation capacity of 
the structure while significantly 
reducing or eliminating 
earthquake damage.  The 
upgrades were designed using 
innovative 3D nonlinear time-
history analyses with site-specific 
earthquake records and the 
Basic Safety Objective (BSO) 
performance criteria of ASCE 41.

FLUID VISCOUS DAMPER SEISMIC 
UPGRADE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
for welded steel moment frame structural systems
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OPTIMIZING DESIGN - ADJUSTING FVD PROPERTIES
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OPTIMIZING DESIGN - CONSIDERING SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF FVDS

EFFECTS OF VARYING α ON FORCE-VELOCITY RELATIONSHIP

MORE DAMPERSFEWER DAMPERS

Seismic upgrades improve the seismic performance of the building – but these improvements 
come at a cost. The focus of an optimized upgrade design considers not just improving 
structural performance, but also minimizing direct costs and disruption to building users. 
In using FVDs to enhance a building’s seismic performance, the designer needs to carefully 
consider the most effective approach – to use fewer, stronger dampers or many, weaker 
dampers; each comes with its own set of advantages and disadvantages.

A BALANCING ACT: UPGRADE COST & BUILDING DISRUPTION

•	 Less disruption during construction
•	 Less impact to building architecture
•	 High-capacity dampers can overstress existing frames
•	 Fewer connections to install
•	 Damper units are heavier and more difficult to handle/install

•	 More disruption during construction
•	 More likely to require extensive adjustments to architecture
•	 Lower forces means less likely to need frame improvements
•	 More connections to install
•	 Damper units are lighter and more easily installed
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1.  STACKED VS. UNSTACKED BAYS
•	 Stacked bays generally result in higher 

forces in framing & foundations
•	 Excessively-high forces will require 

mitigation by column strengthening 
and foundation improvements

2.  TORSION REDUCTION
•	 Keep FVD’s to outermost portions of 

building where possible to increase 
their effectiveness in resisting torsion

3.  LIMIT DRAG FORCES
•	 WSMF building diaphragms are not typically 

designed for high diaphragm forces. Bunching 
dampers together or locating dampers at 
perimeter frames can result in overstressed 
diaphragms. Mitigating this effect can be costly

4.  LIMIT ARCHITECTURAL IMPACTS
•	 Avoid conflicts with doorways, hallways, etc.
•	  Create visually-balanced exterior treatments 

where possible. Visual balance can be 
achieved by adding “dummy” dampers

5.  LIMIT IMPACTS TO BUILDING SYSTEMS
•	  Rerouting HVAC, electrical/communication 

lines, fire mains, medical gas, etc. 
is costly. Avoid where possible

•	  Temporarily shut-down is not always 
feasible (in hospitals, prisons, etc.)

•	  Avoid conflicts with expensive, 
sensitive, or equipment

Naval Medical Center San Diego 
(NMCSD) is the largest and most 
comprehensive military healthcare 
system in the Western United States.

NMCSD has a staff of over 
6,000 personnel that provides 
healthcare for over 500,000 
people in the San Diego area. It 
is one of about twelve acute care 
hospitals in San Diego County 
and could be called on to serve 
1.2 million people after a disaster 
and is the only military acute-
care medical facility in the area. 

The end result of this seismic 
program was the design of seismic 
upgrades to 1.2 million square feet 
of hospital and acute-care space 
spread out over three separate pre-

Northridge Welded Steel Moment 
Frame buildings.  Built in the 
1980s, the buildings range in height 
from 3 to 6 stories.  As such, Fluid 
Viscous Dampers were used to 
improve the seismic performance 
of these critical buildings.  By 
significantly reducing building 
drifts, the 420 dampers installed 
throughout these buildings reduce 
the rotational demands on the 
brittle beam-column connections 
to acceptable levels.  The upgrades 
were designed using site-specific 
time-history analyses to achieve 
structural performance objectives 
of Immediate Occupancy (IO) 
for a BSE-1 event and Collapse 
Prevention (CP) for a BSE-2 event in 
accordance with ASCE 41 criteria.
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ADDING STRENGTH
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Foundation upgrades are 
not typically necessary

Foundation upgrades are 
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Foundation 
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due to increased 
column forces

Low α yields higher resistance 
at low velocity, but lower 
resistance at high velocity

Low α yields high resistance 
at low deformations, but low 
resistance at higher deformations

Curves maintain shape, 
but larger Co values yield 
higher forces and more 
energy dissipation
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